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Abstract
Clicker training advocates claim that clicker training leads to more efficient learning,
more engaged learners, and improved dog-owner relationships (Feng et al, 2018; Pryor, 2005;
Pryor, 2009). However, clicker training studies have largely failed to support such claims.
Training techniques vary widely across clicker training studies; to date, no studies systematically
evaluated whether clicker efficacy was impacted by the use of different training techniques.
Therefore, this study sought to examine the efficacy of using a clicker plus food, compared to
food alone, when teaching dogs (N = 36) a cone targeting behavior using two common positive
reinforcement-based training techniques: shaping and luring. Results of a Fisher’s exact test
showed training technique, but not clicker use, significantly impacted whether dogs successfully
acquired the cone targeting behavior; dogs taught through shaping were significantly more likely
to acquire the behavior than dogs taught through luring (p = .013). For dogs taught via luring,
use of a clicker significantly improved learning efficacy both in terms of mean number of
reinforcement events (t(12) = -2.657, p = .021), and mean time in seconds t(12) = -2.541, p =
.026), to achieve behavior acquisition. Clicker use did not impact the speed at which dogs
achieved cue fluency after behavior acquisition, either in terms of mean number of reinforcement
events (t(19.66) = -1.243, p = 2.29), or mean time in seconds (U = 93, p = .839), to achieve cue
fluency. These findings suggest training technique may play an important role in determining the
likelihood of behavior acquisition, and the impact of a clicker, on learning efficacy. Furthermore,
they suggest use of a clicker beyond initial acquisition of behavior may yield minimal benefit to
the learner. Future research that investigates the interaction of training technique, reinforcement
procedure (clicker vs. food only), and behavior being taught could yield compelling results about
optimal training strategies to use in animal learning scenarios.
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Does clicker use influence the efficacy of different teaching methods in dog training?
Introduction
Clicker Training is a popular method of positive reinforcement-based animal training in
which the occurrence of a desired behavior is simultaneously paired with, or immediately
followed by, a distinct auditory signal (Feng et al., 2017; Pryor, 2005). Most commonly, the
auditory signal used is made with a small, metal-and-plastic handheld device known as a clicker,
which emits a short, distinct “click-clack” noise referred to as a click; auditory stimuli such as
whistles, mouth clicks, verbal cues, and non-auditory stimuli such as light flashes, are also used
(Feng et al., 2018; Pryor, 2009). The click is followed closely by an established reinforcer,
usually a primary reinforcer such as food (Dorey & Cox, 2018).
Clicker training was first promoted publicly by Skinner (1951) in Scientific American as
a way to improve animal training outcomes by eliminating the delayed delivery of reinforcement
that is often unavoidable during training. Research by Skinner (1938) and others (Browne et al.,
2013; Grice, 1948; Lattal, 2010) has shown that a delay of even one second in delivering
reinforcement following the occurrence of a desired behavior can significantly negatively impact
learning outcomes. The practice of clicker training was further refined and promoted by Kellar
and Marian Breland, former students of Skinner, through their pioneering work as the founders
and owners of Animal Behavior Enterprises (ABE) (Bailey & Gillaspy, 2005; Morris, 2003).
ABE successfully trained a wide range of species to perform both simple and complex tasks
using a clicker, followed immediately by a primary reinforcer, to shape successive
approximations of the desired behavior. However, despite Breland and Breland’s success with
ABE, clicker training remained a largely unfamiliar phenomenon among the general animalowning population (Dorey & Cox, 2018; Feng et al., 2017).
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The popularity and public awareness of clicker training exploded – especially among dog
owners and dog training professionals – during the 1990’s and 2000’s. This increased popularity
is attributed primarily to Karen Pryor’s multiple books (Pryor 1975, 1999, 2009, Pryor and
Ramirez, 2014), internet resources (Karen Pryor Clicker Training, 2020), and eponymous Karen
Pryor Academy, a clicker training school for professional animal trainers (Karen Pryor
Academy, 2013), all of which expounded clicker training as the apex of effective and humane
animal training methods. Today, independent animal training certification bodies such as the
Certification Council for Professional Dog Trainers (Certification Council for Professional Dog
Trainers, 2020) and the International Association for Animal Behavior Consultants (International
Association of Animal Behavior Consultants, 2020) endorse clicker training as a humane,
effective animal training practice.
When used as intended, the clicker is widely assumed to function as a secondary
reinforcer by way of classical conditioning: over repeated pairings, the click becomes associated
with the primary reinforcer that immediately follows it, turning it into a conditioned, secondary
reinforcer (Feng et al., 2016; Skinner, 1951). Use of a secondary reinforcer to precisely and
immediately mark the occurrence of a desired behavior has been shown to significantly improve
animal learning outcomes in a multitude of laboratory studies, as summarized in a review by
Feng et al. (2016). The clicker may also function as a marker and/or a bridging stimulus in some
capacity (Pryor & Chase, 2014), though exact function(s) remain uncertain (Dorey & Cox, 2018;
Feng et al., 2016)
Despite the popularity of and support for clicker training among dog owners and
professional dog trainers, applied studies investigating the efficacy of clicker training compared
to other reinforcement procedures have yielded little evidence that clickers deliver on their
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purported benefits, such as faster learning, more engaged and enthusiastic learners, and added
improvement in dog-owner relationships (Feng et al, 2018; Pryor, 2005; Pryor, 2009). A small
but growing body of research exists investigating the efficacy of using a clicker plus food (or
some other distinct auditory stimulus, such as a short buzzer, plus food) when teaching a new
skill to domestic animals including cats (Willson et al., 2017), dogs (Chiandetti et al., 2016; Feng
et al., 2018; Smith & Davis, 2008; Thorn et al., 2006; Wood, 2007), goats (Langbein et al., 2007)
and horses (McCall & Burgen, 2002; Williams et al., 2004). Most of these studies (seven of nine)
show use of a clicker plus food to be no more effective at aiding skill acquisition than other
positive reinforcement procedures such as a verbal marker plus food, or food alone.
Evaluation of Training Methods in Clicker Studies
One potential reason for the lack of evidence of clicker training benefits may be the wide
variation in training methods used across clicker training studies. Clicker studies, by their very
nature, utilize positive reinforcement-based training principles and avoid aversive, punishmentbased techniques when teaching new behaviors. However, the exact methods used across clicker
studies are inconsistent (Feng et al., 2016), even when authors use the same terminology (e.g.,
“shaping” or “rewards-based”) to describe the teaching procedures. Notably, the degree of trainer
involvement during teaching varies widely across clicker training studies, from very active
trainer involvement to completely passive trainer involvement. A review of clicker training
studies with domestic animals, including a closer examination of the training methods used
within each study, is included below and summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1

Research investigating efficacy of a clicker on acquisition of new behaviors in domestic animals
Study

Species

McCall & Burgin

Skills Taught

Teaching Methods

Trainer Role

Lever press and
Horse

(2002)

Shaping with prompts

Active

Shaping with prompts

Active

flap press

Williams et al.
Horse

Cone target

(2004)
Thorn et al.

Capturing; shaping with
Dog

Sit

Active

(2006)

prompts

Langbein et al.

Match-to-sample
Goat

(2007)
Wood (2007)a

Shaping without prompts

Passive

via nose target
Dog

Cone target

Shaping without prompts

Passive

Dog

Cone target

Shaping with prompts

Active

Dog

Lever press

Smith & Davis
(2008)
Chiandetti

Shaping; level of prompting
Unknown

(2016)

unclear

Willson et al.
Cat

Cone target

Shaping without prompts

Passive

Dog

Various

Shaping with prompts

Active

(2017)
Feng et al.
(2018)
Note. Studies that showed the clicker to be significantly more effective than other reinforcement
procedures when teaching new behaviors are in bold.
a

Wood (2007) finding is an unpublished Master’s thesis.
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For the purposes of this review, active involvement by a trainer is defined as including
the use of prompts during teaching in an attempt to elicit desired behaviors from the animal.
Prompts may include actions like pointing, luring, food-baiting, and verbal cues. Passive
involvement by a trainer is defined as avoiding the use of prompts; instead, the trainer waits to
reinforce successive approximations of the target behavior as they are spontaneously offered by
the animal. Passive trainer involvement without the use of prompts – called “free shaping” in the
professional dog training sphere (Ramirez, 2018) – is an important component of Pryor’s modern
clicker training methodology and a skill all graduates of Pryor’s professional dog training
program are required to master (Pryor, 1999; Ramirez, 2018). This emphasis on passive trainer
involvement suggests that, consciously or unconsciously, Pryor and other clicker training
supporters identify certain training methods as being better suited to clicker use than others.
Studies Failing to Show Improved Learning Efficacy with Clicker Training
McCall and Burgen (2002) used shaping with prompts to train horses to perform two
behaviors, a lever press and a flap press, under two conditions: the first group experienced a
short auditory signal (buzzer sound), followed by grain, each time a desired behavior was
offered; the second group was given grain alone (no buzzer) following each desired behavior. No
difference was found between groups in terms of the duration of time needed to acquire either
behavior. Williams et al. (2004) also investigated use of an auditory signal (this time, a clicker)
plus food, versus food alone, when teaching a cone-targeting behavior to horses via shaping with
prompts. No difference was found between groups in speed of task acquisition.
Thorn et al. (2006) investigated teaching shelter dogs to sit using a combination of
capturing and shaping with prompts, and comparing use of a clicker plus food to use of verbal
praise plus food. Rather than measure the number of trials or total time needed to acquire the
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skill, Thorn et al. (2016) measured latency to perform the sit. The researchers found that, while
both groups learned the behavior, dogs in the verbal praise group showed significantly decreased
latency in responding compared to dogs in the clicker group.
Smith and Davis (2008) also explored the efficacy of clicker use in dog training, but with
an experiment more similar in design to Williams et al. (2004). Basenji breed dogs were taught
to nose-target a traffic cone via shaping with prompts under two conditions: use of a clicker plus
food to reinforce desired behavior; and use of food alone to reinforce desired behavior. Smith
and Davis (2008) found no significant difference in the number of trials required to acquire the
behavior between groups, adding to a growing collection of studies that suggest the clicker is no
more effective – and at times, less effective – than use of a verbal signal or food alone in
teaching new behaviors to domestic animals in applied settings.
Chiandetti et al. (2016) expanded on the work of Smith and Davis (2008) in exploring the
value of a clicker in dog training. Dogs in the study were trained via shaping (level of prompting
is unknown) to open a breadbox using their muzzle under one of three different reinforcement
procedures common among dog owners and professional dog trainers. The first group was
trained using a clicker plus food; the second group was trained using a verbal marker (‘Bravo’
said in a neutral tone) plus food; and the third group was trained using food alone. Again, no
significant difference was found in the number of trials required to acquire the behavior between
any of the three groups.
Willson et al. (2017) represents the only recent study exploring the efficacy of clicker
training in cats. During their pilot study, the researchers taught shelter cats to target a cone using
shaping without prompts (i.e., passive trainer involvement), under one of three conditions: one
group was trained using a beep plus food; the second was trained using food alone; and the third
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was trained using a beep alone (all groups had completed a conditioning phase of 40 beep-food
pairings prior to beginning the training phase of the study). All cats in groups one (beep plus
food) and group two (food only) acquired the behavior, whereas no cats in group three (beep
only) acquired the behavior. While groups one and two both acquired the behavior, no difference
was found in number of trials needed to acquire the cone-targeting behavior between the groups.
Further, cats in the food only group required significantly less time to acquire the behavior than
cats in the beep plus food group.
Most recently, a study by Feng et al. (2018) investigated, for the first time, the efficacy of
clicker training among pet dog owners. The training in all previously mentioned studies had been
conducted by researchers and professional animal trainers. The study evaluated dog-owner pairs
under three conditions: clicker-plus-food, food-only, and a waitlist control group. Dog-owner
pairs took part in a 6-week basic obedience course at their own home, in which they used
shaping with prompts to learn one new trick per week, with additional testing sessions occurring
at a university testing lab. Feng et al. (2018) did not collect data on number of trials required to
acquire the various tasks, but instead used survey data and behavioral measures to assess ownerreported training outcomes and experiences, along with dog impulsivity levels and dog-owner
relationship dynamics. While owners in the clicker-plus-food group reported that they found it
easier to teach a cone targeting behavior than owners in the food-only group, there was no
difference in the owner-assessed training outcomes in terms of command responsiveness for the
cone targeting behavior. No other significant differences were found between groups.
Studies Showing Improved Learning Efficacy with Clicker Training
While the majority of clicker studies failed to show that use of a clicker improved
learning efficacy, two studies – one involving dwarf goats (Langbein et al., 2007) and one
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involving dogs (Wood, 2007) – did show improved learning efficacy with use of a clicker during
training. Langbein et al. (2007) showed that dwarf goats acquired a match-to-sample task, taught
via free shaping without prompts, significantly faster when reinforced with a tone-plus-water
than when reinforced with water alone. The results of this study, and whether they support the
premise that a clicker (or other distinct auditory signal) aids in task acquisition, are complicated
by the fact that goats in the tone-plus-water group not only heard a brief tone when the desired
behavior was offered, but also heard a different tone signaling when the incorrect behavior was
offered. Goats in the water-only group did not hear a tone for either correct or incorrect
responses. Therefore, it is difficult to determine whether faster learning was a result of the first
tone paired with water, the second tone signaling an incorrect response, or a combination of both.
Though an unpublished master’s thesis, Wood’s (2007) study is included here due to the
notable fact that it was designed and conducted under the supervision of clicker training pioneer,
Karen Pryor. Wood (2007) showed that dogs acquired a cone-targeting behavior, taught via free
shaping without prompts, significantly faster when reinforced with a clicker plus food than with
a verbal marker plus food. These results are in direct conflict with the findings of Smith and
Davis (2008) and Chiandetti (2016), despite dogs in each study being trained to perform the
same or a similar behavior.
Trainer Involvement as a Potential Factor in Clicker Efficacy
Five of the five studies in which the behavior was taught via active trainer involvement
and prompting showed that clicker use did not improve learning efficacy. Conversely, two of the
three clicker studies (Langbein et al., 2007 and Wood, 2007, but not Willson et al., 2017) in
which the behavior was taught without trainer prompts (that is, the trainer maintained a passive
role during training) yielded results in which the clicker significantly improved learning efficacy
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compared to other reinforcement procedures. Further, the remote food delivery device used in
Willson et al. (2017) made an easily perceived mechanical noise just prior to food delivery,
regardless of whether the device was set to emit a beep or not. The findings of Willson et al.
(2017) should therefore be treated with caution; although the trainer remained passive during
training, it is very likely that cats in all groups perceived a salient auditory signal (mechanical
sound) prior to food delivery.
Research Goals
The varied teaching methods (and related variation in trainer involvement) across applied
clicker training studies could explain, at least in part, why findings about clicker efficacy are at
odds with both the beliefs of many professional dog trainers (Feng et al., 2017) and the findings
of more controlled laboratory studies in which the trainer plays only a passive role in teaching
that show the efficacy of secondary reinforcers in aiding skill acquisition (Gaffan & Harrison,
1987; Saltzman, 1949; Skinner, 1938; Williams, 1991; Zimmerman, 1959).
Smith and Davis (2008) and Williams et al. (2004) suggested that the more active levels
of trainer involvement found in most applied clicker studies provide the potential for the animal
to pick up on more subtle cues and movements from the handler just prior to delivery of primary
reinforcement, and that these movements could function as secondary reinforcers. It is argued
that such inadvertent markers may make the presence of the clicker irrelevant (Smith & Davis,
2008; Williams et al., 2004), thus explaining the lack of difference in learning efficacy in clicker
and non-clicker conditions shown in most applied clicker training studies.
Currently, no studies exist that systematically measure the efficacy of a clicker across
different positive reinforcement-based teaching methods that vary by degree of handler
involvement. Therefore, this thesis seeks to investigate whether a clicker plus food is more
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effective than food alone when teaching a new skill to pet dogs using different teaching methods.
Specifically we aim to assess the efficacy of teaching dogs a cone targeting behavior, with and
without a clicker, using two common positive reinforcement-based teaching methods that vary
by degree of handler involvement: “free shaping”, where the trainer is only passively involved in
the training process and avoids the use of prompts to elicit desired behavior; and luring, where
the trainer is actively involved, using food and hand movement prompts to elicit desired behavior
from the animal.
The cone targeting behavior was selected for several reasons. First, the behavior has
proven to be a skill that is readily learned by pet dogs (Wood, 2007; Smith & Davis, 2008).
Second, a cone targeting behavior is amenable to being taught via the two aforementioned
training methods of free shaping and luring. Third and finally, the two studies that examined
clicker efficacy when teaching a cone targeting behavior differed in their findings and in the
level of trainer involvement during teaching: Wood (2007) used passive trainer involvement
during teaching and found that dogs learned the cone targeting behavior faster with a clicker,
while Smith and Davis (2008) used active trainer involvement during teaching and found that
dogs did not learn a cone targeting behavior any faster with a clicker.
Our hypotheses for this thesis are:
1. More dogs will successfully acquire the cone targeting behavior when a clicker is
used than when a clicker is not used, regardless of teaching method. This is based on
anecdotal evidence that a clicker improves timing (Pryor, 1999) and findings that
owners found a cone targeting behavior easier to teach with a clicker than without
(Feng et al., 2018).
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2. Dogs who are taught the cone targeting behavior via free shaping (passive trainer
involvement) will acquire the behavior faster when a clicker plus food is used versus
food alone, based on the premise that an auditory predictor signal/secondary
reinforcer is more effective when the trainer is passive during teaching (Langbein et
al., 2007; Wood, 2007).
3. Dogs who are taught the cone targeting behavior via luring (active trainer
involvement) will not acquire the behavior faster when a clicker plus food is used
versus food alone, based on the premise that active trainer involvement yields subtle
cues that function as secondary reinforcers and predictor signals, making the clicker
irrelevant (Smith & Davis, 2008; Williams et al., 2004).
4. Once the cone targeting behavior is acquired, there will be no difference between the
clicker groups and the food-only groups in achieving cue fluency. This is based on
the popular assertion by dog trainers that a clicker is most beneficial when teaching
new skills, but not as necessary when reinforcing known behaviors (Feng et al, 2018).

Materials and Methods
Subjects
The sample for this study was comprised of 36 privately owned domestic dogs (Canis
familiaris), 19 males and 17 females, boarding at Instinct Dog Behavior & Training in New York
City. Subjects were selected on the basis of previous training experience, interest in food, level
of comfort in the testing environment, and age, with a requirement that subjects be between six
months and nine years of age. Training history was provided via owner-submitted forms
completed as part of the facility’s standard boarding requirements; dogs with minimal or basic
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levels of obedience training were deemed suitable candidates for the study. Prior to inclusion in
the study, the experimenters assessed each dog for interest in food and level of comfort in the
testing environment during a brief assessment and informal food preference test. All dogs were
up to date on vaccinations as required by New York City law and, per owner reports upon
dropping their dogs off at the facility, all dogs were deemed to be in good physiological health.
Dogs were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: shaping with food only (SFO);
shaping with clicker plus food (SC); luring with food (LFO); and luring with clicker plus food
(LC). To maintain equal group sizes, if a subject was removed from the study due to failure to
acquire the target behavior, the next subject to start the study replaced them in their assigned
condition. Of the 36 dogs that entered the study, 28 successfully acquired the target behavior and
contributed complete data to the study. Primary characteristics for those subjects (N = 28) are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Primary characteristics of subjects who contributed complete data to the study
Subject

Age

Sex

Breed

Assigned Condition

Buoy

2

Male

Samoyed

SFO

Nanuk

2

Male

Mixed

SFO

Leo

4

Male

Mixed

SFO

Pinkie

8.50

Male

Mixed

SFO

Shea

2

Female

Chow Chow

SFO

Calvin

.50

Male

Mixed

SFO

Bob

2

Male

Mixed

SFO

Fitz

3.50

Male

Mixed

SC

Jackie

3.50

Female

Goldendoodle

SC
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Olive

2.25

Female

Mixed

SC

Max

1.50

Female

Mixed

SC

Penny

1.92

Female

Labrador Retriever

SC

Bode

3

Male

Mixed

SC

Woofa

1.66

Female

Havanese

SC

Cooper

.92

Male

Mixed

LFO

Katy

4

Female

Labrador Retriever

LFO

Luke

1.50

Male

Mixed

LFO

Poppy

2.67

Female

Mixed

LFO

Mika

9

Female

Lakeland Tarrier

LFO

Obi

3.91

Male

Mixed

LFO

Thor

.50

Male

Bernadoodle

LFO

Ruby

2.50

Female

Mixed

LC

Bumbles

3.25

Male

Pembroke Welsh Corgi

LC

Luna

.58

Female

Mini Australian Shepherd

LC

Benji

7

Male

Beagle

LC

Hudson

1

Male

Australian Shepherd

LC

Zeus

1.50

Male

Mixed

LC

Basil

1.75

Female

Mixed

LC

Note. N = 28 (n = 7 for each assigned condition). Age is presented in years. Subjects were on
average 2.82 years old (SD = 2.17), and subject age did not differ significantly by condition, F(3)
= .195, p = .899.
Equipment and training area
All experimental sessions took place in a training room measuring approximately 12 feet
by 8 feet. Sessions were conducted during the facility’s low-traffic times to limit the amount of
background noise experienced by subjects. All sessions were video recorded with a Nest Cam.
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The iPhone stopwatch app was used to time the sessions. A standard box clicker was used with
dogs assigned to the 2 clicker groups.
Dogs were trained by two female trainers; each trainer was certified through either the
Certification Council for Professional Dog Trainers or the International Association of Animal
Behavior Consultants and had extensive experience training dogs professionally using positive
reinforcement-based methods. Training was counterbalanced such that each trainer trained a
comparable number of dogs in each condition.
During sessions, each subject was loosely restrained by a 5-foot leather leash attached to
a nylon martingale collar. For the duration of each session, the trainer remained seated in a desk
chair and held onto the handle of the leash, enabling the subject to move around, but not out of,
the immediate training area (similar to the procedures of Smith & Davis, 2008). The target object
was a blue plastic traffic cone measuring approximately 12 inches tall with a base diameter of
approximately 8” wide, topped by the red ball from the Treat and Train target stick. The target
was placed on the floor directly in front of the trainer’s chair at a distance of approximately 12
inches. A metal bowl was placed on the floor on the right-hand side of the trainer’s chair to serve
as the intertrial “reset station”, in which a food treat was delivered following each reinforcement
event. The placement of the target object in close proximity to the trainer, and the use of the
intertrial reset station, were selected to minimize procedural differences between the shaping and
luring conditions. Figure 1 depicts the room set-up, target object, and reset station.
Food rewards included pea-sized pieces of turkey breast, beef hot dog, and cheddar
cheese, as well as commercial dog treats including Charlee Bears™ and pea-sized pieces of
Happy Howie’s food roll in turkey and beef varieties. In each session, 120 food rewards were
placed in a small wooden container and held in the trainer’s lap (see Appendix A).
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Figure 1
Photograph of room setup including target object and intertrial reset station

Procedure
Suitability assessment and informal food preference test.
Prior to admission into the study, each potential candidate was brought into the training
room and provided a 3-4-minute period to acclimate to the room. During this assessment period,
the trainer dropped the dog’s leash to allow them to investigate the room, the target object, the
reset station, and the trainer’s chair. Next, the trainer picked up the leash and performed an
informal food preference test: the dog was offered several different treat types that were suitable
according to any owner-provided dietary restrictions. The trainer selected a treat type for each
dog that elicited an enthusiastic response without causing inappropriate levels of arousal.
Throughout the assessment period, the trainer monitored the dog’s overall comfort and
engagement level. If a dog displayed notable signs of stress at being in the room, if they
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displayed significant sensitivity to noises outside the training room, or if they did not display
enthusiasm about any of the available treat choices, the dog did not proceed to the conditioning
stage. Of the 39 dogs that participated in the suitability assessment, 36 were deemed suitable to
participate in the study.
Training & reinforcement methods
Shaping vs. luring conditions. Dogs assigned to a shaping condition were trained via
free shaping, whereby the trainer avoided the use of any prompts such as verbal cues, luring,
pointing, or gesturing. Instead, the trainer remained passive and reinforced successive
approximations of the target behavior as they were spontaneously offered by the dog (Ramirez,
2018). Dogs assigned to a luring condition were trained via luring, whereby the trainer played an
active role in training, using a food treat to entice the dog to move toward and touch the cone
with its nose.
Clicker plus food vs. food-only conditions. For dogs assigned to a clicker condition,
behaviors were reinforced by the trainer clicking the moment the desired behavior occurred, then
immediately delivering a food reward (within ~0.5 seconds of the click). Delivering the food
reward as soon as possible following the click is commonly stated as a best practice of clicker
training (Ramirez, 1999; Pryor, 2005). This recommendation is supported by the unpublished
research of Browne (2015), which showed that, for dogs learning a new task, even a 1-second
delay between an immediate marker and food delivery resulted in lower success rates than when
dogs were immediately rewarded with food. For dogs assigned to a food-only condition,
behaviors were reinforced by the trainer delivering a food reward within ~0.5 seconds of the
desired behavior.
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For all four conditions, reinforcement was delivered at the location in which the desired
behavior occurred (e.g., if a dog in a shaping condition was reinforced for looking at the cone,
the food treat was delivered such that the dog maintained that body position; if a dog in a luring
condition was lured to the cone, the dog was reinforced at the cone). After each reinforcement
event, a second food treat was delivered in the intertrial reset station to allow dogs in all
conditions to reset to the same start position before beginning the next trial.
Experimental stages
Dogs in all conditions progressed through three experimental stages: conditioning,
acquisition, and strengthening. An overview of experimental stages is provided in Figure 2.
Each dog was limited to four sessions per day with a minimum of a 30-minute rest period
provided between each session. The conditioning session was not counted toward the daily
session limit, and dogs did not receive a rest period between the conditioning session and their
first training session. Prior to each session, the dog was taken for a brief relief walk in a private
fenced yard.
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Figure 2
Overview of Experimental Stages for All Study Conditions

Note. After each reinforcement event, dogs in all conditions received a second food reward at the
intertrial reset station in order to reset them for the next trial.
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During step 2 of the acquisition stage for the shaping conditions, if a dog went more than 30

seconds without receiving reinforcement (i.e., without touching the cone), the trainer dropped a
food treat in the reset station and returned to step 1.
b

During step 3 of the acquisition stage for the luring conditions, if a dog did not perform a cone

touch within 5 seconds of the verbal cue being given, the trainer enticed the dog to perform a
lured cone touch.
c

During step 2 of the strengthening stage, if a dog went more than 30 seconds without receiving

reinforcement (i.e., without touching the cone), the trainer dropped a food treat in the reset
station and returned to step 1.

Conditioning stage. As shown in Figure 2, the conditioning stage served two primary
purposes: first, to teach dogs in the clicker groups that a click predicted delivery of a food reward
from the trainer; and second, to allow dogs in all groups to become familiar with locating and
eating treats from the reset station (metal bowl next to the trainer’s chair), which would serve to
reset dogs in all groups to a common start position following each reinforcement event. During
conditioning, dogs in the clicker groups each received 10 click-food pairings, whereby the trainer
clicked, then delivered a food reward within ~0.5 seconds. The optimal number of click-food
pairings to complete prior to training has not yet been studied, nor is there consensus among dog
professionals regarding this topic (Feng, 2018); however, Pryor and Chase (2014) suggest simply
“a short series of pairings” of the marker and food prior to beginning training. To ensure dogs in
the food only groups were provided the same reinforcement history with their trainer, they each
received 10 food treats, delivered one at a time. An intertrial interval between 5-10 seconds was
used for all dogs to minimize temporal conditioning while providing a comparable conditioning
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experience for all subjects. Next, dogs in all groups completed 5 trials of eating a treat delivered
into the reset station. Once again, an intertrial interval between 5-10 second was used for all
dogs. Upon completion of the conditioning stage, dogs proceeded immediately into their first
session in the acquisition stage.
Acquisition stage. The purpose of the acquisition stage, for all conditions, was to teach
each dog to touch any part of the target object with its nose within 5 seconds of hearing the
verbal cue, “Target.” Each training session was limited to a maximum of 15 minutes in length or
60 reinforcement events, whichever occurred first.
Training steps and advancement criteria for shaping vs. luring conditions. Steps and
advancement criteria for the shaping conditions and luring conditions in the acquisition phase
differed (as described in Figure 2) because the training methods themselves are inherently
different. Steps and advancement criteria were selected to accurately reflect the ways in which
dog trainers most commonly apply each method when teaching a new skill. For dogs in the
shaping conditions, cue acquisition occurred in two successive steps: the first step focused on
teaching the dog to offer the target behavior by reinforcing successive approximations of the
behavior; the second step focused on attaching a verbal cue to the offered behavior. For dogs in
the luring conditions, cue acquisition occurred in three successive steps: the first step focused on
using a lure to elicit the target behavior; the second step focused on adding a verbal cue
immediately prior to using the lure; and the third step focused on fading the lure such that the
dog learned to complete the target behavior in response to the verbal cue alone.
For all conditions, if a dog did not achieve the final acquisition criteria by the end of the
third session, the dog was removed from the study.
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Strengthening stage. The purpose of the strengthening stage was to obtain a degree of
cue fluency, such that the dog learned to respond reliably to the verbal cue, “Target” when given
at varying intervals of time. This stage was included in order to examine whether the teaching
method used during the acquisition stage) had an effect on how quickly the dog was able to
achieve cue fluency. Each strengthening session lasted a maximum of 15 minutes in length or 60
reinforcement events, whichever occurred first.
Video coding
Coding of all videos was conducted by the author using BORIS (Friard & Gamba, 2016).
To ensure reliability of behavior scoring, 25% of the subjects’ videos (that is, videos for 7 of the
28 subjects who completed the study) were also scored by a second coder, a professional dog
trainer certified through the Certification Council of Professional Dog Trainers. The 7 subjects
were randomly selected to include an approximately evenly distributed mix of dogs based on
assigned condition and assigned trainer. Coders watched each subject’s videos and scored all
instances of reinforcement events, non-reinforcement events, lured cone touches, cone touches,
and “target” cues. Next, each coder used Microsoft Excel to calculate values for the study
variables, which include the number of reinforcement events to achieve cue acquisition (RCA),
time to achieve cue acquisition (TCA), number of reinforcement events to achieve cue fluency
(RCF) and time to achieve cue fluency (TCF). Please see Tables B1 and B2 in the appendix for
descriptions of coded events and definitions of variables, respectively.
The coders had a 100% agreement rate for the calculated outcomes of RCA and RCF for
each of the 7 subjects (please see Table B3). Coders’ calculations for TCA and TCF were very
closely aligned, with small mean differences of M = 0.69 seconds for RCA and M = 0.61 seconds
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for RCF, likely attributable to coder reaction time during video coding. The videos for the
remaining 21 subjects were then coded by the author.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was completed using IBM SPSS statistics 26. All tests were
evaluated against a two-tailed significance of a = 0.05 unless otherwise noted. First, after using
the Shapiro-Wilk test to confirm normality, a two-way ANOVA was conducted to determine
whether there were significant main and/or interaction effects of training method (shaping vs.
luring) and reinforcement procedure (clicker vs. food-only) on efficacy of behavior acquisition.
A Fisher’s exact test was used to compare rate of cue acquisition across conditions based on
training method and reinforcement type. Independent samples t-tests were used to compare
efficacy of cue acquisition and cue fluency across the four groups. If the Shapiro-Wilks test of
normality was significant, a Kruskal-Wallis test was used instead.
Results
Before beginning the main analysis, a two-way ANOVA was conducted to determine
whether there were significant main and/or interaction effects of training method and
reinforcement procedure on the mean number of reinforcement events, and time in seconds,
needed to achieve behavior acquisition. Results, which are summarized in Table 3, showed no
significant main or interaction effects between training method (luring vs. shaping) and
reinforcement type (clicker vs. food only) on RCA or TCA.
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Table 3

Two-way ANOVA results examining effects of training method and reinforcement procedure on
number of reinforcement events to cue acquisition (RCA) and time to cue acquisition (TCA)
Predictor

MS

F(1, 24)

p

Intercept
RCA
TCA

125558.036
16363605.700

119.567
90.607

.000
.000

Method
RCA
TCA

880.321
19059.580

.838
.106

.369
.748

Marker
RCA
TCA

3680.036
764699.004

3.504
4.234

.073
.051

Method * Marker
RCA
TCA

3726.036
404785.556

3.548
2.241

.072
.147

Error
RCA
TCA

1050.107
180599.168

Note. Method = Training Method (shaping vs. luring) and Marker = Reinforcement Type (clicker
vs. food only). There were no significant main or interaction effects found. Trending significance
was shown for an interaction effect of training method and reinforcement type on RCA, p = .072,
and for simple main effects of reinforcement type on RCA, p = .073, and TCA, p = .051.
Hypothesis 1
To examine the hypothesis that use of a clicker would increase the likelihood of a dog
successfully acquiring the target behavior (regardless of teaching method), we compared the
number of dogs in clicker vs food-only conditions that successfully completed the training phase
vs. those that did not. Of the 19 dogs that started in a clicker condition, 14 successfully acquired
the cone targeting behavior while 5 did not; of the 17 dogs that started in the food only
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conditions, 14 successfully acquired the cone targeting behavior while 3 did not. Results of a
Fisher’s exact test showed that clicker use did not significantly influence whether or not a dog
successfully acquired the target behavior (p = .70).
Teaching method (shaping versus luring), regardless of clicker use, significantly
influenced likelihood of behavior acquisition. Of the 14 dogs that started in a shaping condition,
all 14 successfully acquired the cone targeting behavior. Conversely, of the 22 dogs that started
in a luring condition, 14 successfully acquired the behavior while 8 did not. Results of a Fisher’s
exact test showed that dogs were significantly more likely to acquire the target behavior when
taught through shaping than when taught through luring (p = .013).
Hypothesis 2
To test the hypothesis that dogs trained via shaping would learn faster with a clicker than
with food alone, we compared the number of reinforcement events and time needed to achieve
cue acquisition for each clicker condition (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). Results of an independent
samples t-test showed the difference in the number of reinforcement events to behavior
acquisition for the shaping with clicker group (M = 61.43; SD = 41.09) and the shaping with
food-only group (M = 61.29, SD = 20.34) was not statistically significant, t(12) = .008, p = .994.
Further, the difference in time (in seconds) needed to achieve behavior acquisition for the
shaping with clicker group (M = 693.36; SD = 548.12) and the shaping with food-only group (M
= 783.40; SD = 261.80) was also not statistically significant, t(12) = -.392, p = .704. The use of
the clicker did not appear to improve learning efficacy when teaching a cone targeting behavior
via shaping.
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Figure 3
Mean Number of Reinforcement Events to Cue Acquisition for All Four Conditions

Note. This figure shows the mean number of reinforcement events to complete the acquisition
phase for each of the four conditions in the study. There was a significant difference between
RCA for the Luring with Food Only and Luring with Clicker groups, t(12) = -2.657, p = .021.
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Figure 4
Mean Time in Seconds to Cue Acquisition for All Four Conditions

Note. This figure shows the mean time in seconds to complete the acquisition phase for each of
the four conditions in the study. There was a significant difference between TCA for the Luring
with Food Only and Luring with Clicker groups, t(12) = -2.541, p = .026.

Hypothesis 3
To test the hypothesis that dogs trained via luring would not learn faster based on
whether or not a clicker is used, we compared the number of reinforcement events and time
needed to achieve cue acquisition for each luring condition (see Figure 3 and Figure 4).
According to an independent samples t-test, the difference in the number of reinforcement events
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to behavior acquisition for the luring with clicker group (M = 49.57; SD = 24.94) and the luring
with food-only group (M = 95.57; SD = 38.41) was statistically significant, t(12) = -2.657, p =
.021. Further, the difference in time (in seconds) needed to achieve behavior acquisition for the
luring with clicker group (M = 505.05; SD = 352.45) and the luring with food only group (M =
1076.06; SD = 478.75) was also statistically significant, t(12) = -2.541, p = .026. Based on our
results, use of a clicker appeared to significantly improve learning efficacy when teaching a cone
targeting behavior via luring, both in terms of number of reinforcement events and time needed
to achieve cue fluency.
Hypothesis 4
To examine the hypothesis that use of a clicker would not impact the speed at which dogs
achieved cue fluency (regardless of teaching method), we compared the number of reinforcement
events and time needed to achieve cue fluency for dogs in the clicker conditions vs. the foodonly conditions. An independent samples t-test was run comparing the difference in number of
reinforcement events to cue fluency for the clicker plus food groups (M = 14.21, SD = 5.51) and
the food-only groups (M = 12.07, SD = 3.00). Levene’s test indicated unequal variances (F =
7.933, p = .009), so degrees of freedom were adjusted from 26 to 19.66; the difference between
groups was not statistically significant, t(19.66) = -1.243, p = 2.29. A Mann-Whitney test
showed the difference in time (in seconds) needed to achieve cue fluency for the clicker plus
food groups (M = 232.41, SD = 139.38) and the food-only groups (M = 218.84, SD = 114.75)
was also not statistically significant, U = 93, p = .839. Based on these results, using a clicker plus
food did not appear to improve efficacy in achieving cue fluency compared to using food alone.
Discussion
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Clicker training supporters assert that, compared to other positive reinforcement
procedures, clicker training leads to more efficient learning, more engaged learners, and
improved dog-owner relationships (Feng et al, 2018; Pryor, 2005; Pryor, 2009). However,
clicker training studies to date have largely failed to support such claims.
A review of clicker training studies revealed that the training techniques used varied
widely across studies. A majority of clicker training studies relied on active trainer involvement,
such as luring, food-baiting, physical gestures, and/or verbal encouragement, to entice subjects to
perform the target behavior during training (Chiandetti et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2018; McCall &
Burgen, 2002; Smith & Davis, 2008; Thorn et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2004). A smaller
number of studies used training procedures in which the trainer remained passive, avoiding the
use of all prompts and instead rewarding successive approximations of the target behavior as
they were spontaneously offered by the animal (Langbein et al., 2007; Willson et al., 2017;
Wood, 2007). Studies in which trainers remained passive during training procedures were more
likely to show that a clicker improved learning efficacy (Langbein et al., 2007 and Wood, 2007,
but not Wilson et al., 2017).
This study systematically examined the efficacy of using a clicker plus food compared to
food alone when teaching dogs a novel cone targeting behavior using two common positive
reinforcement-based teaching methods that vary in degree of trainer involvement: free shaping,
where the trainer was only passively involved in the training process; and luring, where the
trainer was actively involved in the training process.
Hypothesis 1
Despite findings that owners found a cone targeting behavior easier to teach with a
clicker than without (Feng et al., 2018), and anecdotal assertions that clickers improve timing
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(Pryor, 1999), there was no significant difference in the number of dogs that acquired the cone
targeting behavior in the clicker groups versus in the non-clicker groups. Use of a clicker did not
appear to impact whether or not a dog acquired the cone targeting behavior. However, training
technique did significantly impact the likelihood of successfully acquiring the cone targeting
behavior: dogs in shaping conditions were significantly more likely to acquire the behavior than
dogs in luring conditions. This finding reflects those observed by Zeagler et al. (2016), in which
working dogs were more successful at learning to nose target a touch screen when taught via
shaping than when taught via luring. These results suggest that training technique – but not
marker use – plays a significant role in determining whether or not pet dogs are able to
successfully acquire a cone targeting behavior.
Hypotheses 2 and 3
The number of reinforcement events and time needed to acquire the cone target behavior
were used to measure and compare learning efficacy across study conditions. Results showed
that, while use of a clicker did not impact learning efficacy in the shaping conditions, it
significantly impacted learning efficacy in the luring conditions. Specifically, the Luring with
Clicker Plus Food group showed significantly improved learning efficacy compared to the
Luring with Food Only Group. These surprising results are contrary to this study’s hypotheses
that a clicker would improve learning efficacy only when the behavior was taught with passive
trainer involvement (shaping), but not when the behavior was taught with active trainer
involvement (luring).
There are several potential reasons for these unexpected findings, particularly as it relates
to the shaping conditions. First, in order to minimize procedural differences between the shaping
and luring conditions in this study, the target object was placed in close proximity - within 12
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inches - of the trainer. This close proximity allowed for almost immediate delivery of
reinforcement (within 0.5 seconds of the behavior) in both clicker and non-clicker conditions.
This quick delivery could negate one major proposed benefit of clicker use when shaping
behavior: reducing the delay between the occurrence of the desired behavior and the delivery of
reinforcement (Browne et al., 2013; Browne, 2015; Grice, 1948; Lattal, 2010; Skinner, 1938).
Additionally, the close proximity of the handler may have allowed the dog to perceive as a
marker the trainer’s hand movement at the beginning of the food delivery sequence during
shaping (Smith & Davis, 2008; Williams et al., 2004). The finding that the clicker significantly
benefitted learning efficacy in the luring conditions could be attributed to the clicker functioning
as a salient marker amid an abundance of other environmental feedback present in the luring
conditions (the luring motion of the trainer’s arm, the trainer’s change in body position, the
potentially distracting presence of food during luring, etc.). The explanation of the clicker
functioning as a salient marker in the face of potentially distracting or confusing environmental
feedback is supported by the findings of Burton (2019), which investigated clicker training
efficacy with pet dog owners. Results of Burton’s unpublished master’s thesis, while not
statistically significant, suggested a clicker may aid in acquisition of a spin behavior taught via
methods that required notable handler movements (bending over, extending arms, etc.) that could
be easily be confusing, distracting, or even threatening to the dog.
Further investigation is needed to better understand the combined impact of training
technique and clicker use when teaching dogs novel behaviors. In particular, more research is
needed to investigate whether clicker use is significantly beneficial in helping dogs better
navigate learning situations and environments in which they are faced with potentially confusing,
competing, or concerning stimuli.
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Hypothesis 4
Finally, there was no significant difference between the clicker plus food and food-only
groups with regard to speed of achieving cue fluency, both in terms of number of reinforcement
events and time needed to complete the strengthening phase. This finding suggests that a clicker
may be most beneficial – if it is beneficial at all – during the initial stages of learning but ceases
to be useful after the animal obtains a rudimentary understanding of the desired behavior. This
aligns with popular opinion amongst dog trainers and dog owners familiar with clicker training
that a clicker is most important when teaching new behaviors and less important when
reinforcing known behaviors (Feng et al, 2018).
Conclusion
The results of this study suggest that training technique may play a more significant role
than reinforcement procedure in determining acquisition rate and learning efficacy when
teaching a novel cone targeting behavior to pet dogs. These results may explain, in part, the
conflicting results of clicker training studies to date: the widely varied training techniques
employed across studies may have undermined, or overshadowed, the ability to accurately assess
the benefits of clicker use during training. Research that further investigates which training
techniques are most effective in teaching common dog obedience behaviors could be highly
impactful in improving learning outcomes and preventing frustration during training for both
dogs and owners.
In conclusion, given the myriad factors that impact animal learning, it is unlikely that any
single training technique or reinforcement procedure will be superior for all behaviors and in all
learning circumstances. Further investigation is needed to determine the learning scenarios in
which a clicker plus food is more effective than food alone when training novel behaviors;
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however, systematic investigation that considers the interaction of multiple factors, such as
training technique and reinforcement procedure (click vs. food only), but also learning
environment and behavior being taught, is likely to yield more compelling, nuanced, and
informative results about the optimal conditions in which to train animals.
Until such research is conducted, claims that clicker training is generally more effective
than other positive reinforcement-based training should be treated with caution; animal training
professionals and pet owners should keep in mind that the current body of research does not
present compelling evidence that clicker training is any more effective than using a verbal
marker paired with food or using food alone. As such, both animal training professionals and pet
owners should choose the reinforcement procedure they feel is most comfortable and effective
for them and their individual animals, both in terms of learning efficacy and relationshipbuilding.
Limitations
It is critical to recognize and consider limitations present in the existing study when
reviewing and interpreting its results. The systematic testing of a wider range of behaviors that
could be divided into categories, such as stationary body positions (e.g., sit, down, stand),
stationing/targeting behaviors (e.g., cone target, go to mat, chin rest), and body movements (e.g.,
spin, roll over, jump), would allow for a greater understanding of which training techniques
and/or reinforcement procedures are most effective when teaching different types of novel
behaviors. Such findings could prove highly impactful in helping dogs and owners enjoy more
efficient, less frustrating learning experiences together. In addition, while none of the dogs in the
study had previously been taught a cone targeting behavior, and all were considered to have
minimal-to-basic levels of training, previous training experience of dogs was varied; additional
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controls for training experience, either by admitting only dogs with no training experience or by
segmenting dogs by experience levels, would be beneficial in future studies. Lastly, while
sample size in this study did prove sufficient for seeing some significant differences between
groups, a larger sample size may be beneficial in revealing further differences and/or drawing
additional conclusions. In particular, larger sample sizes may reveal significant main and/or
interaction effects between training method and reinforcement type, where this study showed
only trending significance in a two-way ANOVA.
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Appendix B: Supplemental details for video coding and variable calculations
Table B1
Events Scored in BORIS for Each Subject During Acquisition & Strengthening Phases
Code

Event Type

Description
A reinforcement event was scored when the trainer
reinforced the dog for a successive

R

Reinforcement Event

approximation of the object targeting behavior,
or for a cone touch (lured or not lured)
A non-reinforcement event was scored when the
trainer dropped a treat in the reset station, or

N

Non-Reinforcement Event

anytime a treat was accidentally dropped on the
floor
A lured cone touch was scored when the dog

L

Lured Cone Touch

touched the cone as a result of the trainer using
a food lure
A cone touch was scored when the dog performed

T

Cone Touch

a nose touch on any part of the cone, without
being lured to do so
A verbal cue was scored anytime the trainer gave

C

Verbal Cue

the verbal cue, “Target”
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Table B2
Study variables used in data analysis
Variable
Number of Reinforcement

Value Calculation
Summation of all reinforcement events that occurred in the

Events to Achieve Cue

acquisition stage, up to the point of achieving the assigned

Acquisition (RCA)

criteria in the final step of the stage.
Total time spent in acquisition stage, defined as logged time of

Time to Achieve Cue
last reinforcement event coded in the stage minus logged
Acquisition (TCA)
time of first coded event of any type in the stage.
Number of Reinforcement

Summation of all reinforcement events that occurred in the

Events to Achieve Cue

strengthening stage up to the point of achieving the

Fluency (RCF)

assigned criteria in the final step of the stage.
Total time spent in strengthening stage, defined as logged time

Time to Achieve Cue
of last reinforcement event coded in the stage minus
Fluency (TCF)
logged time of first coded event of any type in the stage.
Table B3
Coders calculated RCA and RCF variable outcomes for 7 dogs
Dog

Coder 1

Coder 2

Agreement

Cooper

108/13

108/13

Y/Y

Ruby

33/12

33/12

Y/Y

Benji

41/21

41/21

Y/Y

Buoy
62/13
62/13
Y/Y
Shea
42/13
42/13
Y/Y
Fitz
49/12
49/12
Y/Y
Penny
40/9
40/9
Y/Y
Note. RCA/RCF calculated values. Coders achieved a 100% rate of agreement on calculated
variable values for all 7 dogs.

